
x    Authorization to Act for and Instructions for a Plea of Guilt    
     Xpolice Traffic Ticket Services Professional Corporation     
 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                      

I, _______________________________________, charged with _______________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

do hereby retain and instruct Xpolice Traffic Ticket Services and any of its representatives to act as my paralegal 

within the meaning of the Criminal Code of Canada and the Provincial Offences Act of Ontario.  I understand that 

there is no guarantee that a specific paralegal will attend court on my behalf.  I further understand that Xpolice 

Traffic Ticket Services may have a paralegal from another company attend court on my behalf.  I therefore authorize 

any paralegal so assigned by Xpolice Traffic Ticket Services to appear and act on my behalf, following my written or 

verbal instructions.  I understand that no predictions have been made as to the outcome. 

 

I agree to contact Xpolice Traffic Ticket Services if I receive any information about my case.  I agree to contact 

Xpolice Traffic Ticket Services if there is a change in address or phone number.  I indemnify fully and do not hold 

responsible to the agreement Xpolice Traffic Ticket Services and its representatives if at any time it becomes 

apparent to Xpolice Traffic Ticket Services or its representatives that information supplied by the client is false. 

 

I understand that any outstanding balance is due in 60 days from the signing of this agreement.  I understand that I am 

responsible for any fines, court costs and surcharges occurred or imposed by the courts.  There are no refunds.  

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR A PLEA OF GUILT…………I authorize, instruct and direct the representative from 

Xpolice Traffic Ticket Services or a paralegal outside of Xpolice, to act for me and negotiate a plea on my behalf 

and to enter into such a plea whether or not I attend the court proceedings.  I also understand that my attendance 

is recommended by my representative but is optional under the Provincial Offences Act that governs my matter.  I 

also understand that any error made during my hearing that could have been avoided by my attendance will not be 

grounds for an appeal and I will not hold my representative liable for any damages as a result.  I have been 

advised and appreciate of all the consequences of a plea of guilt.  I understand that in order for Xpolice Traffic 

Ticket Services to enter a plea, there are conditions by the court that must be met; 1) I am giving up my right to a 

trial and that this right to trial can not be restored, 2) I am agreeing to and admitting the essential elements of the 

offence or offences and that those facts will be read into the record of the court by the prosecutor and 3) I am 

aware that the judicial officer is not legally bound by any submissions or proposals made by my representative 

whether made jointly with the prosecution or not. 

 

Agreed to Minimum Resolution_________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________OR BETTER. 

 

IF NOT BETTER, THAN A TRIAL WILL TAKE PLACE WITH OR WITHOUT YOU PRESENT. 

 

This agreement was read and agreed to this __________ of ____________________, in the year __________. 

 

 

_____________________________ _____________________________ ______________________________ 

Client Xpolice Representative Witness 

 


